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recent penetration test identified that a web server has a major vulnerability. The web server hosts a critical shipping application for
the company and requires 99.99% availability. Attempts to fix the vulnerability would likely break the application. The shipping
application is due to be replaced in the next three months. Which of the following would BEST secure the web server until the
replacement web server is ready?A. Patch managementB. AntivirusC. Application firewallD. Spam filtersE. HIDSAnswer:
EQUESTION 35An architect was recently hired by a power utility to increase the security posture of the company's power
generation and distribution sites. Upon review, the architect identifies legacy hardware with highly vulnerable and unsupported
software driving critical operations. These systems must exchange data with each other, be highly synchronized, and pull from the
Internet time sources. Which of the following architectural decisions would BEST reduce the likelihood of a successful attack
without harming operational capability? (Choose two.)A. Isolate the systems on their own networkB. Install a firewall and IDS
between systems and the LANC. Employ own stratum-0 and stratum-1 NTP serversD. Upgrade the software on critical systems
E. Configure the systems to use government-hosted NTP serversAnswer: BEQUESTION 36An organization is preparing to
develop a business continuity plan. The organization is required to meet regulatory requirements relating to confidentiality and
availability, which are well-defined. Management has expressed concern following initial meetings that the organization is not fully
aware of the requirements associated with the regulations. Which of the following would be MOST appropriate for the project
manager to solicit additional resources for during this phase of the project?A. After-action reportsB. Gap assessmentC.
Security requirements traceability matrixD. Business impact assessmentE. Risk analysisAnswer: BQUESTION 37A Chief
Information Officer (CIO) publicly announces the implementation of a new financial system. As part of a security assessment that
includes a social engineering task, which of the following tasks should be conducted to demonstrate the BEST means to gain
information to use for a report on social vulnerability details about the financial system?A. Call the CIO and ask for an interview,
posing as a job seeker interested in an open positionB. Compromise the email server to obtain a list of attendees who responded to
the invitation who is on the IT staffC. Notify the CIO that, through observation at events, malicious actors can identify individuals
to befriendD. Understand the CIO is a social drinker, and find the means to befriend the CIO at establishments the CIO
frequentsAnswer: DQUESTION 38A software development team has spent the last 18 months developing a new web-based
front-end that will allow clients to check the status of their orders as they proceed through manufacturing. The marketing team
schedules a launch party to present the new application to the client base in two weeks. Before the launch, the security team
discovers numerous flaws that may introduce dangerous vulnerabilities, allowing direct access to a database used by manufacturing.
The development team did not plan to remediate these vulnerabilities during development. Which of the following SDLC best
practices should the development team have followed?A. Implementing regression testingB. Completing user acceptance testing
C. Verifying system design documentationD. Using a SRTMAnswer: DQUESTION 39During a security assessment, an
organization is advised of inadequate control over network segmentation. The assessor explains that the organization's reliance on
VLANs to segment traffic is insufficient to provide segmentation based on regulatory standards. Which of the following should the
organization consider implementing along with VLANs to provide a greater level of segmentation?A. Air gapsB. Access control
listsC. Spanning tree protocolD. Network virtualizationE. Elastic load balancingAnswer: DQUESTION 40A company has
entered into a business agreement with a business partner for managed human resources services. The Chief Information Security
Officer (CISO) has been asked to provide documentation that is required to set up a business-to-business VPN between the two
organizations. Which of the following is required in this scenario?A. ISAB. BIAC. SLAD. RAAnswer: CQUESTION 41
After multiple service interruptions caused by an older datacenter design, a company decided to migrate away from its datacenter.
The company has successfully completed the migration of all datacenter servers and services to a cloud provider. The migration
project includes the following phases: Selection of a cloud provider Architectural design Microservice segmentation Virtual private
cloud Geographic service redundancy Service migrationThe Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) is still concerned with the
availability requirements of critical company applications. Which of the following should the company implement NEXT?A.
Multicloud solutionB. Single-tenancy private cloudC. Hybrid cloud solutionD. Cloud access security brokerAnswer:
DQUESTION 42A company is developing requirements for a customized OS build that will be used in an embedded environment.
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The company procured hardware that is capable of reducing the likelihood of successful buffer overruns while executables are
processing. Which of the following capabilities must be included for the OS to take advantage of this critical hardware-based
countermeasure?A. Application whitelistingB. NX/XN bitC. ASLRD. TrustZoneE. SCPAnswer: BQUESTION 43Drag
and Drop QuestionA security administrator must configure the database server shown below the comply with the four requirements
listed. Drag and drop the appropriate ACL that should be configured on the database server to its corresponding requirement.
Answer options may be used once or not at all. Answer: QUESTION 44An organization is currently working with a client to
migrate data between a legacy ERP system and a cloud-based ERP tool using a global PaaS provider. As part of the engagement, the
organization is performing data deduplication and sanitization of client data to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements.
Which of the following is the MOST likely reason for the need to sanitize the client data?A. Data aggregationB. Data
sovereigntyC. Data isolationD. Data volumeE. Data analyticsAnswer: A!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest CAS-003 Exam
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